Italian Artist Stefano Sanna Takes Florida by Storm - Sardinian Pioneer of “Metacycling Art” on Display at Art Fusion Galleries & William Braemer Fine Art Gallery/Miami

Sardinian artist Stefano Sanna presents his first-ever Florida exhibitions at Art Fusion Galleries through and William Braemer Fine Art Gallery. Inspired by his home on the Mediterranean island of Sardinia, Sanna creates new abstractions and figurative works composed of recycled materials found on the island’s beaches.

MIAMI (PRWEB) November 27, 2018 -- As a pioneer of the unique style in Metacycling Art, his original works are born by utilizing overlooked objects, such as wood, copper, steel and old paper, and marrying them with new materials to create refined pieces steeped in layers of natural history.

Stefano Sanna’s art is presented in international exhibitions throughout 2018, including the following U.S. dates:

- Art Fusion Galleries, Wynwood/Miami, FL November – December 2018
- William Braemer Fine Art Gallery, Wynwood/Miami, FL November – December 2018
- RedDot Miami (Mana Wynwood/Miami), Miami, FL | December 5 – 9 2018

Stefano Sanna is in Miami (RedDot/Art Fusion Galleries) until December 9. Interview appointments can be coordinated by Isabel, comprehensive digital press kit available.

About Stefano Sanna
Stefano Sanna was born in 1975 in Nigeria to an Italian/Sardinian father and a Swiss mother. He began his art studies in Milan in 1994 and worked as an illustrator and comic book artist. Since 2004, he lives and works at the Costa Smeralda, Sardinia/Italy.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.